CHECK-IN
TAROT
READING

By accepting this reading you agree to the following:

❖ This reading is meant to present you with the current energies around you and your

situation. Please use this information to draw your own conclusions. Ultimately, you are
responsible for your own actions and life.

❖ These readings are not substitutes for legal, medical, financial, psychological, or
therapeutic advice. I provide no guarantee or implied warranty and will not be

responsible for the decisions made or actions taken by clients based on the readings
provided.

❖ If something doesn’t make sense now, it may at a later date. Otherwise, take what
resonates and leave the rest.
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OVERALL ENERGY
You're entering a period where you are stepping
up as a leader. Your wisdom and inner instinct are
highlighted here. Listen to what your inner voice is
telling you or where it's urging you to take action.
You know what it takes to accomplish your desires
and give form to your intentions. The key here is to
be true to who you are because it's modeling the
way forward for others.

WHAT YOUR GUIDES WANT
YOU TO KNOW
Divine inspiration is flowing into your life right now.
This is a time to explore new ideas, possibilities,
and perspectives. You're being called to step up in
all areas of your life. Take advantage of this energy
by planning, strategizing, and brainstorming your
next steps. There's a lot of movement and
momentum building up. However, realize there's a
need for patience and balance. Moderation is
called for so that you can nurture all areas of your
life. Give yourself time to recharge, feel into the
new, and see what else is possible. This may be
something you've been wanting for a long time.
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GUIDANCE
There's a major transformation or initiation in front
of you. While it feels exciting, there's also a bit of
fear and overwhelm surrounding it. Change can be
scary. But know you're being called to fully
embrace this change. Be honest with yourself
about what it is you want for your life and have the
courage to step towards it. Shed your inhibitions
and take a leap of faith into the unknown. Just be a
little patient and let things unfold on their own
timetable. You're still healing the past and this is a
chance at renewal. Experiment with new ideas and
possibilities.

WHAT'S UNFOLDING NEXT
It feels to me that you're not quite ready to fully
commit to this new opportunity as things still need
to come together. There might be a block or
challenge that comes up which creates a bit of
distance. Look at it as a way to nurture yourself
and enjoy the present moment. You don't want to
be too attached to the outcome. If you move too
quickly or too forcefully, things might fall apart
before they come together.
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Everything that is happening is part of the process.
What's important is to stay present and make
small, consistent steps forward. Take your time to
explore what's in front of you and pay attention to
the details. By doing so you'll nurture your
intentions and help them blossom.

PARTING MESSAGE
This is a time to question everything and let go of
anything that is not in alignment. Things aren't
always as they seem so take the time to discern
what's true to you. Let go of anything that is no
longer serving you and take baby steps to create
harmony in your life. Speak your truth and don't
hold back.
AFFIRMATION:
"I trust myself to move into the unknown while
creating harmony within".

QUESTIONS TO PONDER OR JOURNAL ON:
How am I being called to step up right now?
How can I move forward while still maintaining
balance?
What is not in alignment and needs to go?
What baby step can I take next?
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